
AMSTERDAM TOUR – 3 NIGHTS
UNIVERSITY MULTISPORTS



Centrally based in the Party City of Amsterdam

Arrangement of a Local Fixture for Multiple Sports

Bars, Restaurants and Nightlife right on your Doorstep

Sightseeing and Tourist Attractions

All Transport Arrangements Provided

Full Financial Protection



Burleigh Travel have been trading for 

nearly 30 years and from the outset Holland 

has always been one of our most popular 

destinations for University Sports Tours.

The Dutch are a very welcoming nation, 

that are enthusiastic about their sport, as 

well as the social side.

This tour is a great experience had by all, 

with so many different experiences right on 

your doorstep, whilst it is still accessible by 

coach and ferry, keeping it a lost cost 

option.



You will travel by Ferry from Dover to 

Calais where the crossing takes just 

90 minutes before travelling to your 

accommodation.

Travelling by Ferry provides a great 

opportunity for team bonding and 

creates a sense of comradery amongst 

the group.



Centrally 

Located Hostel 

Accommodation

Based in the heart of Amsterdam 
you will have numerous bars, 

restaurants and tourist 
attractions all within walking 

distance, not to mention the late-
night bar, nightclub and regular 

happy hour within your 
accommodation! 



We will make all your fixture day 

arrangements against hospitable local 

Dutch sides.

We can arrange a host of fixtures for 
different sports in Amsterdam, including:

- Rugby

- Football

- Hockey

- Cricket

- Netball

- Cheerleading

Meaning you can take multiple sports 
teams from your University away at the 
same time to the same destination!



You may join in their 

Dutch ‘3rd Half’ post 

match celebrations in the 
Clubhouse! 



Rugby Teams who recently travelled 
to Amsterdam include:

Bangor University Rugby Team 

“Brilliant Tour Hotel, was good, clean and food was excellent, 
also in a prominent area. Coach driver was very 
accommodating.”

Leicester University Rugby Club

“A great success, coach divers were excellent, the hotel was 
perfect as it had an all night bar and nightclub. Our fixture 
went really well and the hospitality was good”

University of Essex Womens Rugby Club

“Absolutely brilliant, all perfectly well organised. Host club was 
very good and hospitable. Perfect and very nice hostel. Brilliant 
coach driver, very good and gave them details on the area. 
Defiently recommend Burleigh Travel again and will pass on to 
our Uni President next year!”





Football Teams who recently travelled to 
Amsterdam include:

University of Warwick Football Club

“Overall really good! Everything went really well! The 
accommodation staff were really friendly and facilities were what 
we needed. The coach was always on time and the driver was really 
nice. The service from Burleigh Travel was great, could get in touch 
anytime to ask questions and kept in regular contact.”

University of St Andrews WFC

“Loved tour and enjoyed Amsterdam - we did a lot of touristy 
bits; canal cruise and museums coach and accom was good, 
the games were competitive and fun, but we lost both”

Coventry Uni FC

“ Extremely pleased with tour. Will defiantly be passing on your 
details to next years committee!”



University of 

Stirling Hockey 

Club, Holland –

Amsterdam, 

2022



Hockey Teams who recently travelled to Amsterdam include:

University of Birmingham Hockey Club

“Tour went really well, both fixtures were well matched (won 1 lost 1) both gave great hospitality. Coach driver was great and
went out with them whilst could not fault service from BT. Would definitely recommend and have already enquired about 
Barbados!”

Southampton Uni Medics Hockey Club

“Overall the tour was very good, games - friendly evenly matched, accommodation was perfect,  ideal as so close to everything, 
enjoyed the bar. Burleigh Travel service - very good. Would recommend”

University of Southampton Womens Hockey Club

“Had a really good tour, it was really well orgainised and everything was perfect, love going on tours, much better than just going 
to a hockey pitch and standing around all day, also had time to go out and explore the city"

The accommodation location was fine- meals were nice and staff were very helpful, facilities were all very nice. The coach and 
driver were brilliant, nice big coach had 3 drivers

Service from BT- very good no problems- were great at answering questions.”





Cricket Teams who recently travelled to Amsterdam include:

Conwy Cricket Club- 2018

“ What an amazing tour! Everything went to plan, everything was on time, the 

staff we met in the hotel and on the coach were superb, friendly and 

informative. The venues were spectacular, Kampong CC in Utrecht was 

without doubt the best sports complex we had ever been to. Ajax CC was even 

more picturesque with an amazing host in Fritz. Everyone on tour had an 

amazing time and thoroughly enjoyed every moment. The accommodation was 

clean and fresh with excellent facilities for eating, drinking and relaxing, 

especially the courtyard”

Hull University CC - 2017

“So overall, we had a great time there! Our accommodation was fantastic, 

perfect for what we needed. Staff were friendly and helpful, always willing to 

give us advice on where to go etc. The inclusion of a bar and a nightclub at the 

hotel was also a nice feature! Our coach driver was really nice, always on time 

and happy to work around us. Very good! Fixtures were both superb. The 

clubs were incredibly hospitable and we had a great time! Amsterdam CC 

were especially fun, and we thoroughly recommend them!” 







Heineken Brewery Experience Ajax Stadium TourCanal Cruise with Open Bar

Amsterdam Day Trip Suggestions



Amsterdam  at Night Suggestions

O'reilly’s Irish Pub Satellite Sports Cafe Susies Saloon



Burleigh Travel have always had consumer protection in place to make good any money paid to us in the event of

the financial collapse or failure of an airline, hotel or any other provider. This pledge has been honoured since the
foundation of Burleigh Travel over 25 years ago and no client has suffered financial loss from such a failure.

All monies paid to us for a tour package will be protected by

our membership of Protected Trust Services (PTS) which

ensures all clients money is fully protected by clients Trust

Account and it is Package Travel Regulation compliant. The

Clients Trust account method is the simplest and safest way

to protect consumers money as in essence monies received is

held in an independent trust account in the consumers name

until they have returned from their trip.

This protection will not be

available if you arrange your

own tour or if you book

through a company not

offering this type of cover.



Burleigh Travel are very

proud of the tours we have

provided for nearly 30 years.

We have heard so many

stories over the years of

team building, new

friendships developing

and life long memories

being made, well after you

have all left University.


